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Headlines in the newspapers

Man survives one and a half hours under the avalanche

A man was buried in an avalanche one and a half hours until he was rescued from an avalanche dog
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Gefahrenentwicklung
Lawinenbulletins dieser Zeitperiode im Überblick.
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08. April 2019

- Operational line: police Uri
- 13.30 avalanche is triggered on
- 13.31 alarm from witness directly to Rega
- 13.32 pm pager alarm by doghandler, rsh,
- 13.45 pm pager alarm by rescue station Lucendro
- 13.45 pm helicopter with the dog handler arrive at the accident place
- 14.55 pm dog is making an alert
- 15.15 pm the victim was shoveled out
- 15.30 pm the rescuer brought the victim with a ski doo to the helicopter
- 15.34 pm helicopter flies to patient`s hospital
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Conclusion

➢ The snow was very wet
➢ It was pretty warm
➢ During the overflight you recognized the danger of second avalanches
➢ All peoples without transceiver leaved the place
➢ The victim did not carry an transceiver
➢ Two days later, the victim worked again. The person left without health consequences
➢ **An example of great Teamwork**
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https://www.tele1.ch › artikel › goescheneralp-der-verschuettete-erzaehlt